The coupling between the global reconnection geometry and the local microphysics, caused by the Hall effect, is studied during counterhelicity plasma merging in the magnetic reconnection experiment. The structure of the reconnection layer is significantly modified by reversing the sign of the toroidal fields, which affects the manifestation of the Hall effect in the collisionless regime. The local two-fluids physics changes the global boundary conditions, and this combination effect consequently provides different reconnection rates, magnetic field structure, and plasma flow patterns for two different counterhelicity merging cases in the collisionless regime. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.97.135002 PACS numbers: 52.35. Vd, 52.72.+v Magnetic reconnection [1] , the breaking of the frozen-in condition of magnetic field lines in electrically conducting plasmas, plays an important role in global magnetic selforganization phenomena in laboratory and space plasmas. It has been recognized that the reconnection rate is determined by both local microphysics mechanisms and the global boundary conditions [2] . Local microphysics emerges when the scale lengths become shorter than the ion inertial length. Within the electron inertial region, the electron frozen-in condition is broken by electron inertia or the off-diagonal components of the pressure tensor [3] [4] [5] . Within an ion inertial region but outside the electron inertial region, a separation of the demagnetized ion and magnetized electron motion occurs. This leads to the Hall effect [6 -16], one of the key mechanisms which contributes to the fast reconnection rate in collisionless regime. The quadrupole out-of-plane field, clear evidence of the Hall effect, is observed during the null-helicity ''pull'' reconnection experiments in the magnetic reconnection experiment (MRX) [6, 7] .
Magnetic reconnection [1] , the breaking of the frozen-in condition of magnetic field lines in electrically conducting plasmas, plays an important role in global magnetic selforganization phenomena in laboratory and space plasmas. It has been recognized that the reconnection rate is determined by both local microphysics mechanisms and the global boundary conditions [2] . Local microphysics emerges when the scale lengths become shorter than the ion inertial length. Within the electron inertial region, the electron frozen-in condition is broken by electron inertia or the off-diagonal components of the pressure tensor [3] [4] [5] . Within an ion inertial region but outside the electron inertial region, a separation of the demagnetized ion and magnetized electron motion occurs. This leads to the Hall effect [6 -16] , one of the key mechanisms which contributes to the fast reconnection rate in collisionless regime. The quadrupole out-of-plane field, clear evidence of the Hall effect, is observed during the null-helicity ''pull'' reconnection experiments in the magnetic reconnection experiment (MRX) [6, 7] .
In this Letter, we report that symmetry breaking of the magnetic reconnection layer due to local two-fluid physics, the Hall effect, is observed in MRX. The plasma flows and magnetic reconnection rates are significantly modified through an interaction between the local Hall effect and global boundary conditions. The observation is made through the different radial shifts of the neutral sheet X line during two types of counterhelicity merging [17] [18] [19] , that is, plasma merging of two spheromaks with opposite toroidal fields. This X-line motion splits the counterhelicity merging into two different states: one case with a radially pushed-in X line and the other case with a radially pushedout X line, depending on the sign of the toroidal magnetic fields of two merging plasmas. The bifurcated counterhelicity states, which cannot be explained within the MHD framework, result in different magnetic field structures and reconnection rates due to the local two-fluid physics and the associated changes of the global boundary conditions of reconnection. These effects are strongest in the collisionless regime, as expected for Hall physics. Given that the local microphysics and the global boundary conditions can both determine the reconnection rate, a significant finding of the present results is that the local two-fluid reconnection physics modifies the global boundary conditions, and their combined effect consequently determines the reconnection rate and magnetic field line structures.
In counterhelicity merging, both poloidal and toroidal magnetic fields reconnect, introducing a unique threedimensional feature to the magnetic reconnection geometry. Figure 1 shows a schematic cross-sectional view of the MRX vacuum vessel together with the key diagnostics utilized in this research. Two flux cores, containing both poloidally and toroidally wound coils, are used to produce two spheromaks [20] . The spheromaks approach together and then merge into one field-reversed configuration, in which toroidal flux is canceled through magnetic reconnection [19, 21, 22] . A 90 channel array of coil triplets on a 6 5 grid (4 cm spacing) is utilized to measure all three components of the magnetic field in the r-z plane. More fine-scale measurements are made with two linear arrays. The first linear array measures B z at 29 points along a radial line. The second array, oriented in the axial direction and radially scannable, measures B r at 16 locations and B t at 18 locations. Note that the reconnection inflow and outflow in these counterhelicity merging experiments are the z (axial) and r (radial) directions, respectively. These directions are reversed (r ! z and z ! r) from previous pull reconnection experiments in MRX [6, 7] . Steady and reproducible ''push'' magnetic reconnection is achieved in the early phase of the spheromak merging [17] before the two spheromak plasmas are pinched off from the flux cores and the plasma evolution becomes irreproducible.
Counterhelicity merging has two different states, characterized by sign of the toroidal field of the two initial spheromaks, as shown in Fig. 2(a) . We define the case with positive toroidal field in the left-side spheromak and negative toroidal field in the right-side spheromak as ''case I'' and the case with both toroidal fields reversed as ''case O,'' where the z axis is taken toward the right. Since both poloidal and toroidal components of the magnetic field lines reconnect in counterhelicity merging, the reconnection plane is tilted with respect to the r-z plane. Furthermore, the reconnection planes of cases I and O are oppositely tilted as shown in Fig. 2 (b). These two cases are thus different with regard to the sign of radial component of the reconnection current or electric field. Although this difference does not affect the reconnection process in the MHD regime, a significant difference is observed in the collisionless two-fluid regime, as shown in Fig. 3 . Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the measured magnetic field structure in counterhelicity merging at t 240 s (a) and t 260 s (b), as measured by the 90 channel probe array. The arrows indicate the poloidal magnetic field vector (B r , B z ) and the color code indicates the toroidal magnetic field (B t ). The contour lines of poloidal flux z; r R r 0 2r 0 B z z; r 0 dr 0 are shown by black solid lines (spacing is 0.2 mWb). Figure 3(a) , measured at t 240 s, corresponds to the beginning of magnetic reconnection, and the initial radial position of the X line is the same for both cases. Poloidal and toroidal fields accumulate during the initiation of the reconnection process, and the X line is observed to move toward the inboard side in case I [ Fig. 3(b) , left] or the outboard side in case O [ Fig. 3(b) , right]. The system then settles into a steady state, with a stationary X point throughout the duration of reconnection.
This symmetry breaking phenomena can be explained by the Hall effect in counterhelicity magnetic reconnection geometry. Figure 3 (c) shows three-dimensional illustrations of the reconnecting field line structure in cases I and O in the Hall-MHD regime. In this regime, the ion motion is detached from the electron motion in the vicinity of the X line, generating the ''Hall current'' in the tilted reconnection plane. This Hall effect produces a quadrupole magnetic field in the null-helicity reconnection case as the reconnecting magnetic fields are pulled by the electron fluid in the direction of the sheet current [8] . In the present counterhelicity merging case, the reconnecting field lines are pulled toward the inboard side in case I [ Fig. 3(c) , left] since the reconnection current has positive radial component. Case O [ Fig. 3(c 
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135002-2 agrees with the experimental results shown in Fig. 3(b) . Note that the naming convention is now clear: I is for the case with the inward shift, and O is for the case with the outward shift.
The X-line radial motion becomes strong when the plasma is in the collisionless regime, supporting the notion that this motion is caused by the two-fluid Hall effect. Figure 4(a) shows the X-line shift distance from the vacuum null point as a function of collisionality parameter = mfp , where is the current sheet width and mfp is the electron mean free path. The shift distance in case I [ Fig. 4(a) , left] increases gradually as the collisionality parameter is decreased, i.e., as plasma becomes collisionless. A similar but sharper trend appears in case O [ Fig. 4(a) , right]. Note that cases I and O shown in Fig. 3(b) correspond to the case with collisionality parameter = mfp 6.
In order to understand the impact of Hall physics on the reconnection rate, consider the electron force balance equation. A generalized Ohm law including the Hall term can be expressed as
At the point far upstream of the X line, the ideal MHD condition of E v B 0 is expected assuming the resistive and the Hall terms are small enough to be neglected outside the diffusion region. At intermediate posi-
tions between the X line and the far upstream position, e.g., the shoulder of the current sheet layer, the Hall and the resistivity terms sustain the large reconnection electric field as E j jB en . From the toroidal component of these equations, the plasma inflow velocity toward the diffusion region is approximately expressed as V in j z j jE t =B r j j ? j t =B r j z =enj, where ? is the perpendicular Spitzer resistivity, B r is the reconnecting magnetic field, j z is the axial current density, and E t and j t are the toroidal components of reconnection electric field and current, respectively. Here we assume that the axial magnetic field B z is negligible in the inflow region. The normalized reconnection rate V in =V A is expressed in (2) , where V A is the upstream Alfvén velocity:
Here, the reconnection rate is divided into the resistive diffusion term (the first term of the right-hand side) and the Hall effect term (the second term of the right-hand side). Fig. 4(b) , right] has a reconnection rate that is approximately 50% larger than case I [ Fig. 4(b) , left] in the collisionless limit.
The resistive term in both cases stays small in the collisionless regime and reaches a value comparable to the reconnection rate in the collisional regime. The Hall term shows a trend which is very similar to the reconnection rate, suggesting that the enhancement of the reconnection rate in the collisionless regime is dominated by the Hall term, although some other microscopic mechanisms, such as anomalous resistivity by turbulence [23] or the effects of off-diagonal components in electron pressure tensor [3] [4] [5] , are required to explain the breaking of the frozen-in condition inside the electron inertia region where the Hall term vanishes. Nevertheless, the reconnection electric field in the vicinity of the X point is mainly sustained by the Hall term [3] . The next question is this: Why is there a difference between the two cases; that is, why does case O yield a larger Hall term and faster reconnection than case I?
Since the axisymmetric X-line motion takes place for a short duration during the initiation of reconnection, it will invoke a certain compression or expansion of the magnetic field at the inboard or outboard side of the X line, based on the assumption of flux conservation at the X line and the chamber wall. Radial profiles of the magnetic field pressure during counterhelicity merging in the very collisionless regime (= mfp 1) are shown in Fig. 5 , together with electron thermal pressure p e kn e T e measured by a triple Langmuir probe on the midplane (z 0). The magnetic field pressure in case I (Fig. 5 , left) reaches about 1 kPa at the inboard side of the X line, which is even larger than the magnetic pressure in the upstream region (750 -800 Pa), indicated in Fig. 5 by a gray area. Therefore, the reconnection outflow cannot go to the inboard side in case I. This reduced outflow on the inboard side is also suggested by the steep falloff of the electron thermal pressure on the inboard side of the X line. Although case O (Fig. 5, right) shows an increase of magnetic pressure at the outboard side of the X line, it is smaller than the magnetic pressure in the upstream region and bidirectional outflow is expected, as in common two-dimensional reconnection. This difference in magnetic pressure quantitatively agrees with the estimation from X-line shift shown in Fig. 4 (a) with assumption of the flux conservation at the X line, and can account for the difference of the reconnection rate shown in Fig. 4(b) because of the different outflows. This phenomenon demonstrates that the local Hall effect can change the global magnetic structure and even the boundary conditions of magnetic reconnection. The microphysics and global boundary conditions are not independent but are coupled through the Hall effect in the present experimental geometry. These results, coupled with previous studies [6 -16] , indicate that the Hall effect is common in many different reconnection situations but that its manifestations are geometry dependent. In summary, the Hall effect yields an X-line radial shift in the collisionless counterhelicity merging. This X-line shift, which is due to the same physics as the well-known quadrupole out-of-plane magnetic field, leads to two differentiated states of counterhelicity merging with different magnetic field structure, pressure profiles, and reconnection rates. Hence, we observe symmetry breaking of the system due to the combined behavior of the Hall effect and the associated global boundary conditions. The local twofluid effect modifies the global reconnection phenomena and the global boundary conditions affect the local reconnection mechanisms, as clearly observed in those collisionless counterhelicity merging experiments. We find a vivid example about how local dynamics and the global boundary conditions interact with each other to determine the self-consistent process of magnetic reconnection. 
